Questions and Answers for Learning Online of Thai Christian School
18 May - 19 June 2020

Question 1 : What applications have been used for learning online?
Answer: Google Classroom is used for all levels. This is supplementary tutoring for students
while they are at home before they come back to school.
Question 2: Do students have to learn through computers?
Answer: Students can learn online through devices that have internet access such as PCs,
notebooks, iPads, tablets or smart phones.
Question 3: Is there a handbook for usage?
Answer: Available on Monday, 11 May 2020, there is a tutorial and an email and password for
each student before he/she starts to learn.
Question 4: Are the lessons videos or live teaching? Are they interactive?
Answer: Some lessons use pre-recorded videos (not live). For Secondary students, some classes
may offer live Zoom lessons too. Other lessons will involve reading and following instructions.
Students will be able to communicate with teachers. Details will be in the lessons in Google
Classroom.
Question 5: Can students repeat lessons?
Answer: Yes, students can access lessons again to repeat them.
Question 6: What do students do when they have questions?
Answer: They can ask the teacher in Google Classroom by sending comments/messages.
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Question 7: Do teachers give students assignments or homework? How do students return
their work? Is the work scored?
Answer: About assignments or homework, that depends on the subjects and teachers. The
details of teachers’ assignments and homework / returning work / scoring are explained in each
subject. The scores from learning online are not included in the scores of normal learning at
school, they are just for evaluation of students’ understanding.
Question 8: How many hours and which subjects are there for learning online? Are there
online timetables?
Answer: All subjects will be taught by learning online, such as English, Science (Eng./Thai),
Math (Eng./Thai), Social(Eng./Thai), Chinese, Computer, Work Orientation, P.E., Art, Music, Thai
Dance, Ethics and Guidance (textbooks are needed in some subjects), except for Scouts and
GB/BB. There is no set timetable, so Google Classroom can be accessed at a convenient time for
parents/students. Study takes about 3 lessons per day. For Secondary, any live Zoom lessons
will be scheduled in advance.
Question 9: Is learning online counted towards study time of students at school? In case
some students cannot study online, can they study the online content when they come back
to school?
Answer: The learning online is not counted towards study time of students at school. Teachers
will briefly review those lessons when students return to school.
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